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QUESTION 1

Mane has a meeting that she scheduled with Tom for every Wednesday of this year Mane found out that the time she
has scheduled this meeting is needed for a far more important meeting with Jess starting six months from now. What is
the best way to go about making changes to the meeting to free up her time? 

A. Tell Tom to decline the meeting 

B. Cancel the meeting entirely and reschedule later 

C. A repeating meeting cannot be changed once it is accepted 

D. Select the first date she wants to reschedule and choose \\'This and all future instances\\' when prompted 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The administrator can define a custom quota warning in the notes.ini. What two values are valid for the
QUOTAWARNINGTEXT setting? (Choose two.) 

A. URL 

B. Text 

C. Default 

D. "1" or "0" 

E. File name with full path 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Jesse is the CEO of his company. His assistant, Alice, handles all of his mail and calendar items using IBM Notes. Alice
can view Jesse\\'s calendar items side by side with her own, and she also sees calendars for the other executives - all
inside her own calendar view. What feature is Alice using? 

A. Organizer 

B. Team Calendar 

C. Group Calendar 

D. Federated or Overlay Calendar 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

How would Sree find the option to disable file system access to IBM Notes scripts on his workstation? 

A. File - Security - User Security - What others do 

B. File - Security - Execution Control - What others do 

C. File - Application - Access Control - What others do 

D. File - Application - Execution Control - What others do 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What are two properties of a Domino Document data source? (Choose two.) 

A. Allow save 

B. Default view 

C. Default action 

D. Run form validation 

E. Refresh computed fields 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

Simon is designing a traditional web application where he needs to dynamically load field choices based on user
selections at runtime. What XPage feature would make this task very easy to accomplish if this wasn\\'t a traditional web
application? 

A. Themes 

B. Validation 

C. Data binding 

D. Partial refresh 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: http://xpagesblog.com/XPagesHome.nsf/Entry.xsp?documentId=65A1F7B94DE2A8E1852578CB
006668B7 

 

QUESTION 7
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Tony\\'s company implemented blacklists to reduce spam in their environment. As an unintended consequence,
performance of SMTP mail suffered. Without disabling blacklists, what action could Tony take to improve performance? 

A. Implement a whitelist 

B. Implement a Zone Transfer with their service provider 

C. Implement a Reverse Caching Proxy to speed requests 

D. Ask their service provider to reduce the size of the blacklist 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Martin copied an NSF file from his development server to his production server using the operating system. He made
some changes to the copy on the development server and noticed the copy on the production server also has his
changes. How can this be happening? 

A. Admin on the production server is processing the changes from the development server 

B. The changes are being replicated since an operating system copy preserves the replica ID 

C. The design task on the production server is applying the changes from the development copy 

D. The template on the development server is refreshing the design on the production server copy 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Julian hates to attend long meetings. Since Francie works for Julian, he has decided that Francie should attend the
weekly planning meeting in his place. What preference will allow him to get the invitations forwarded directly to
Francie? 

A. Scheduling 

B. Access and Delegation 

C. Automatic mail forwarding 

D. Autoprocessing, with automatic response to meeting invitations from the planning manager 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Susan has an agent that needs to run on an IBM Notes database every day at 3:00 AM. The agent has stopped running
after running for a year. What change could have been made to make the agent stop working? 

A. The database was renamed. 
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B. The database exceeded its quota. 

C. Agents have to be re-saved once a year and Susan forgot to do this. 

D. The IBM Domino administrator changed the server document to keep agents from running during the backup period
at night. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Matt wants to schedule local archiving but cannot. Why would this happen? 

A. Matt has Designer rights to his mail file. 

B. Matt is missing a role with Manager access to his mail file. 

C. A policy is in place that prevents him from scheduling local archiving. 

D. Archiving is set to "Domino Server based on" instead of "Notes Client based to" on the Basics Tab of the Archive
Settings. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

How can synchronization of the internet password with the IBM Notes client password for all users in the organization
be enabled? 

A. Enable Notes-internet password synchronization in Person document 

B. Enable Notes-internet password synchronization in Desktop Policy settings 

C. Enable Notes-internet password synchronization in Security Policy settings 

D. Enable Notes-internet password synchronization in Server Configuration document 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: 

http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/domhelp/v8r0/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.ibm.help.domino.
admin85.doc%2FH_NOTES_AND_INTERNET_PASSWORD_SYNCHRONIZATION_7570_OVER .html 

 

QUESTION 13

Of the following condition types when defining a mail rule, which will take the longest to process? 

A. body 

B. sender 
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C. subject 

D. importance 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Marshall imported a style sheet to an application to use in an XPage. How can he make the style sheet available to the
XPage he is currently designing? 

A. Drag and drop the style sheet component to the XPage from the Controls view. 

B. In the Resource section of the XPage properties, add the style sheet as a resource. 

C. In the XPages tab of the application properties, add the style sheet as a style option. 

D. Once the style sheet is imported, it\\'s available to all XPages so no additional steps are required. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

What feature is required for Sarah to run the IBM Domino Console? 

A. Domino server running the HTTP task 

B. SSO configured on the Domino server 

C. Server Controller configured and running 

D. Full Access Administration to the Domino server 

Correct Answer: C 
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